
For almost two years, Knight's Atari has repulsed, aroused, puzzled and entertained dozens of readers 
across the world. This month, the editors, feeling terribly lazy, have elected to hack together a "best of" to 
save themselves from having to do any real work. Welcome to...

"Knight's Atari's 
Greatish Tits"

Jul 2013

It's got all of your favourites - go, chess, redheads, puzzles, toilets, sex, cake, photos, advice, literotica, 
doodles, reviews, satire, and dicks.

Take a trip down Memory Lane, with nostalgic tears in your eyes and hands in your pants, as you relive the 
thrills and spills which Knight's Atari has brought to you over the years.

If you'd like to buy the Knight's Atari editors a drink or give them a slap across the face, they can usually be 
found playing chess and go in The Cottage of a Thursday evening for the summer. With a room to play 
games in, good grub, better booze and hot staff, it is the place to be.

Another reason the Knight's Atari editors may seem a little lazy this month is that they and their interns are 
actually working hard to prepare their most ambitious project yet - an audio issue of Knight's Atari for 
August. If you'd be interested in somehow contributing to the issue, get in touch - either at 
knightsatari@gmail.com or via facebook.com/KnightsAtari. Songs, readings, interviews, sleeve art... all 
submissions appreciated.

To receive your free copy of the Knight's Atari CD, simply email your name and address to 
knightsatari@gmail.com.

  
 Knight's Atari editors, Fintan and Kevin, as imagined by Cáit in last April's graphic edition.

"They're just such a massive inspiration for how I live my life"
-Cáit

mailto:knightsatari@gmail.com
mailto:knightsatari@gmail.com
http://facebook.com/KnightsAtari


How to play Go.
1. The board is empty at the start of the game.

2. Black   makes the first move, after which he and White alternate.

3. A move consists of placing one stone of one's own colour on an empty intersection of two lines on the board.

4. A player may pass his turn at any time.

5. A stone or solidly connected group of stones of one colour is captured and removed from the board when all 
the empty intersections directly adjacent to it (called liberties) have been occupied by the enemy. (Suicide is 
illegal except when you are capturing the enemy)

6. No stone may be played so as to recreate a former board position.

7. Two consecutive passes end the game.

8. A player's territory is of all the empty intersections he has surrounded.

9. The player with the most territory wins. Yahoo! 

10. http://playgo.to/iwtg/en/   is a smashing website to further learn and understand the rules of Go. Of course 
you must come to the meetings too!

Dia 1. The white stone here is in what is called  Atari. Dia 2. The black stones are solidly connected; the 
whites aren’t since they are in contact diagonally. 

Dia 3. Problem: Black to play in the top left to kill the white group (see note 5 above!). 

http://playgo.to/iwtg/en/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rules_of_Go#Territory
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rules_of_Go#Board
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rules_of_Go#Area
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rules_of_Go#Positions
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rules_of_Go#Board
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rules_of_Go#Connected_stones_and_points
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rules_of_Go#Moving
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rules_of_Go#Board
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rules_of_Go#Stones
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rules_of_Go#Moving
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rules_of_Go#Players
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rules_of_Go#Players
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rules_of_Go#Board








Ramblings of a 
Redhead
‘So what are we doing for Valentine’s Day?’

The risk of hearing this question is one of my 
least favourite things about February [along 
with how people born on the 29th don’t get 
enough birthdays and that is unfortunate]. I mean, don’t get me wrong, I love having a girlfriend, 
it’s pretty ace, and naturally spending time with her is pretty great too- but what do you do about 
Valentine’s day? 

Maybe I could shave a love heart onto my head- I do have a natural colouring advantage there, but 
unfortunately it turns out that if you shave a novelty shape onto your scalp on Valentine’s day, you 
do it in real life. That love heart looks pretty dumb on February 15th. And I know what you’re 
thinking; why not just do some rosemantic landscaping a little more south, but let me tell you guys, 
that is harder than it looks. I have seen my fair share of novelty grooming, and the end results have 
ranged from ‘Jesus, how did you do the shading?’ to ‘Jesus, do you have mange?’ Also, it’d be a lot 
more uncomfortable to grow out, unless you really want to commit to your new look. I bet that’d be 
awkward after a break up.

Perhaps a trip to see the man himself, on his special day? St. Valentine currently resides in 
Whitefriar Street Church, and surely nothing says ‘I Love You’ than staring at a box containing 
various pieces of saint. St. Valentine may be dead, but romance isn’t. But he’s all the way in Dublin, 
and the three hour train ride is a bit risky- either extended time in a small space with your loved one 
will be intimate and wonderful, or you will be seated across from two drunken men having a fight 
about a GAA match that happened in 1958. Which may also get you off, I don’t know your life. 
Bring a condom I guess.

Possibly my least favourite thing about Valentine’s Day is the idea that you can trade buying 
flowers and pretty things for having wonderful sex. It’s not that I have a problem with the flowers 
and pretty things; it’s just a lot of pressure on the sex. You better bring your A game on Valentine’s 
Day. This is not the time to drink too much wine and end up getting motion sickness halfway 
through. Or to mistake your hair gel for lube [though if this happens and I decide to do the special 
haircut, I reckon I could make it look like a non- accident. Maybe.] Or to, as I actually did do one 
Valentine’s Day, misjudge the situation and end up with a broken nose. No, this is a day for 
breaking out scented candles and flowing white sheets, and hiring a pianist to accompany you. 
Which is all very well, but this is a recession and I don’t know any pianists who I could trust not to 
just play ‘The Entertainer’.

Of course, whatever happens on Valentine’s Day doesn’t really matter. It’s only one day, after all. 
It’s not like I’m gonna mess up Christmas, or Pancake Tuesday. And besides, if everything goes 
terribly wrong, I bet it’s pretty easy to turn a <3 into a </3, right? Right?? 



            December   2012's   l  iterotica competition winner:  

Miranda flicked her tongue over the pawn Chaz had just captured, taking it into her mouth and savouring the slight taste 
of his sweat on the piece. "Check" he said, with a grin. Miranda forced herself not to smile, as she slowly removed her 
skintight shorts, peeling them off her perfect buttocks. She could see him getting more and more distracted from the 
game, as she sat back down her long brunette hair spilled over her perfect breasts, it and the un-dyed ginger fuzz 
peeking out of her panties framing her perfectly flat stomach.. Her blue panties and pink, knee high stockings were the 
only things she still wore, her skirt, bra and blouse lay discarded beside Chaz's shirt, shoes and socks.. Despite the 
baggy shorts he wore Miranda could see his erection straining inside his pants, and she bit her lip and crossed her legs. 
He was extremely handsome, and judging by what she had seen in the pool earlier, alongside his perfect body he had a 
very impressive package as well, and she couldn't help but fantasize about what he might do to her. She moved her rook 
to threaten his bishop, intentionally putting herself in zugzwang. She didn't care now, she had to have him. Three more 
moves and then Chaz triumphantly cried "Checkmate!" Miranda leaned forward, pushing her ample breasts together 
and grinding her pussy into the glorious cold of the metal chair, and, with as much sincerity and shock as she could 
muster, replied "Wow, I'm impressed! Now, what was your forfeit?" She couldn't control herself, she was aching for his 
body arching over hers, plunging his member into her needing loins, kissing her neck and breasts, pushing his tongue 
inside her mouth, bringing her that sweet satisfaction that she so desperately needed. Chaz smiled again, he knew the 
power he possessed over her.
Chaz wordlessly walked over, his perfectly toned abs and pecs rippling as he did. He picked her up and pushed her 
against the wall, fumbling at his flys as she struggled with her panties. As he slowly entered her, and she moaned as she 
slid down his member, burying it inside herself their lips met, tongues dancing inside each others mouths, his body 
pounding into her even as they kissed. He pushed himself completely inside her, then slowly withdrew, as they 
continued becoming more urgent, plunging into her and almost completely removing himself almost immediately, 
pounding her pussy, her juices running down both of their legs. As he hit her g-spot once again her open eyes became 
sightless and her limbs seized as an orgasm wracked her body. As his breath grew ragged and she felt him swell inside 
her, knowing they were both about to climax Miranda ground her pelvis against his and breathlessly whispered in his 
ear "I let you win. Qe4, Qg6, Rd4#. You couldn't have done a thing." With a final thrust they came in each others arms, 
chests heaving, muscles rippling. As they slid down to the floor Chaz leaned in and whispered "Rematch?"

And our runner up:
Barnie the lumberjack swung by the French maids Rosettes house who just happened to be incredibly voluptuous in the 
breast area. She was trading to be a teacher a nurse and a lion tamer on the side but she was off that day doing maid 
work at home in the shower. The steam from the shower was making her maids outfit extremely moist. Barnie the 
incredibly muscular lumberjack mistook the steam for smoke yelling fire he then produced his axe and cut his way into 
the house and burst into the bathroom rosette who inexplicably was showering with her extremely revelling French 
maids costume on, screamed so Barnie swung her over his shoulder and took her to the kitchen. Rossette proceeded to 
smack Barnie on the cheek for bursting into her bathroom unannounced Barnie thinking she was in a state of hysteria 
soked her a kiss ... on the mouth... rosette resisted at first but then surcame to his overwhelming manliness. He then 
produced his other axe and plunged it deep into rosettes love pudding.

“stop doing that to my blamange. You silly man” said Rosette
“Oh let us make ze French lovemaking woopy then if you will not alow me any of your fabulous desert.” Said Barnie in 
an outrageously French accent.
“Oh you naughty big man” said rosette
Suddenly there was a knock on the door. It turned out to be Hans the German plumber
“I hear you have blocked pipes miss Rosette’’ Hans said in an outrageous German accent.
‘‘Oh ou-la-la’’ said rosette swooning.
“I vill clean your pipes Rosetta with my huge German pipe cleaner” said Hans who then proceeded to insert his huge 
pipe cleaner into rosettes dirty pipe
Not right now Hans I am in the middle of something
Hans removed his pipe cleaner and started to eat the blamange. Barine in the mean time was trying to make love to 
rosette but alas was rejected went and had some blamange with Hans. Then suddenly a knock on the door signaled the 
late arrival of the milkman Jimbo an African dwarf.
I have a huge delivery of mike for you my French poppet. Said jumbo the tiny dwarf who proceeded to fill her up with 
milk(wink wink) from his big black milk hose.
“Oh stop it jumbo I am not thirsty now can you not see I have other things I have to be doing. Oh-la-la I feel so sleepy 
and I shall retire wouldn’t it be terrible if a big man would come and ravish me in my bedroom” said rosette followed 
by a big wink she then went up the stairs to bed.
Unfortunately for Hans, Barnie and jumbo they did not have a brain cell between them to understand rosettes sexi 
advances so they had a threesome with each other to release the pent up sexual energy with milk flying blamange 
slipping and penises whacking. After they were spent they left one by one and never spoke of it again...



                                   Sexual Networks

Valentine’s Day is loosely based on love. Venus was the Roman goddess of love, hence the word “venereal” 

in venereal disease. I’m stringing together some loose connections here, but as we shall see, even loose 

connections make all the difference when figuring out whether you’re at risk of contracting some wretched 

STI from your beloved (or some stranger you met on Valentine’s night). 

Network theory is a branch of applied mathematics whose purview is the complex webs of interconnection 

between agents (usually) inspired by real-world networks. You may have heard of the game “six degrees of 

Kevin Bacon”, where a randomly chosen actor is to be linked through the smallest number of steps, i.e. films, 

to Kevin Bacon. Most movie buffs (or the rest of us with some help from IMDB) will be able to do this in 6 

steps or less. The point being, networks in the real world tend to be surprisingly easy to traverse, connecting 

disparate individuals through efficient channels of acquaintance, the so-called “small world” property. 

It turns out sexual networks display this property too. Only in the past decade is the gravity of this insight 

dawning on epidemiologists and health care professionals. From a network theorist’s point of view, the 

spread of STIs is not so much a factor of an infected individual’s behaviour, or indeed their immediate sexual 

partner(s)' behaviour, but rather the structure of the entire network of all sexually active individuals who may, 

however many steps removed, be “connected” to the infected individual. 



Obviously, mapping the complete network of sexual relations across the entire human race is something of a 

challenge, not least because: candid surveys on this topic are notoriously difficult to verify, many infections 

go unnoticed, often for years before they come to anybody’s attention, and there is a crucial time element to 

the spread of diseases, which is tricky to incorporate into robust mathematical models. Let’s not let these 

caveats dissuade us from making some sweeping generalisations and bandying about fun statistics (which 

could, at a stretch, be used as chat-up material on the big night).

The W.H.O. (not the band) has estimated that as 

many as a million new people around the world 

are being infected every day with some sort of 

STI. About 60% of infections occur in the under 25 

cohort. According to the American centre for 

disease control, teenage girls outdo boys in the 

infection stakes by almost 2:1, although the rates 

tend to equalise by the time they hit their twenties. 

Back home, a 2006 HSE report estimated that 

270-335 individuals per 100,000 (most likely an 

underestimate) are afflicted in the Galway region, 

which puts us up there with Dublin as the two 

most STI-stricken hotbeds in the country.

It gets worse. Studies (from widely different              

populations across the world) have shown that                    This information may seem rather gloomy but

roughly half of all sexually mature individuals are                try not to let it hinder you in future encounters.

connected to what’s called the “giant component”; 

this is an enormous connected sub graph in the global network which basically opens the floodgates for STIs 

to almost everybody who’s ever had sex. How can you avoid this sordid matrix of malady? Not very easily. If 

you’ve had intercourse with one other person you might already be connected to the giant component. Had 

sex with two different people? You’re as good as guaranteed to be connected. The number 2 (well it’s 

probably somewhere between 2 and 3) is called the “percolation threshold” in the lingo. Lifetime 

monogamous partners, virgins and serial virgin-daters might be safe, but then again they’d want to avoid 

intravenous drugs to be sure (another vector for STIs), oh, and breastfeeding.

If it all sounds too much, try not to let it get you down. We’re all in this together, we might even be closer to 

each other than you thought. Besides, forget Kevin Bacon, you can always try playing that other game “Six 

degrees of Chlamydia”. There’s a fair chance you’ve already won.





       Film Review: Seventh Seal (Ingmar Bergman, 1957) 

In order to talk about The Seventh Seal, one must first talk about Peter Hewlitt's "Bill & Ted's 
Bogus Journey" -- so moved was Bergman by this movie that he sought out a time machine and 
went back in time to restore his abandoned film career with an adaptation which was declared by 
some to be his magnum opus. Good things do come from Keanu Reeves sequels. 

An adaptation it is, but only in faith. Bill and Ted is reduced to Bill or Ted: a knight (Max von 
Sydow) returning home from the Crusades, only to find his homeland plagued by the Black Death. 
He does ride a horse though, which could be a reference to The Wyld Stallyns. The knight falls 
victim to the plague and Death appears to take his soul. However, the knight tries his hand at a 
game of chess to win back his life, or to at least forestall his demise.

The Seventh Seal is a grand tale of life and death, heaven and hell and the silence of God. It's also 
black and white and foreign, so it's a great film to namedrop when discussing films with your chic 
friends. But as an adaptation of Bill & Ted's Bogus Journey, it fails. There's no time travel, Evil 
Robots, Van Halen, Battleship, Cluedo, Twister or even God Gave Rock 'n Roll to You. 

Chess Content: Alright, but only one game is played. I mean, if I were the knight, I would have 
asked for a 22 match set up. Weaken Death with constant drawing.







Fadhb le casadh díobh 

Fadhb A) Bán le himirt agus buachaint i dhá gluaiseachtaí.    Problem A) White to play and win in two moves.

Fadhb B) Cas an bord trí 90 céim.          Problem B) Turn the board through 90 degrees.
Bán le himirt agus buachaint i dhá gluaiseachtaí.         White to play and win in two moves.

Fadhb C) Cas an bord trí 90 céim arís.         Problem C) Turn the board through 90 degrees.
Bán le himirt agus buachaint i dhá gluaiseachtaí.         White to play and win in two moves.

Fadhb D) Cas an bord trí 90 céim arís.         Problem D) Turn the board through 90 degrees.
Bán le himirt agus buachaint i dhá gluaiseachtaí.         White to play and win in two moves.

Congratulations to Sarah, who won 100 euro in March's Eroticake Competition for her piece, "Two Barbies, 
One Cup", which was equal parts sexy and delicious.

"Thank you, Knight's Atari, for the chance to inspire people."
-Sarah



Nonogram:

Rules: Colour in the grid so that the clues(numbers) at the sides 
correspond to the number of blocks coloured in along that row or 
column. The separate clues indicate that there must be a gap between the 
coloured-in blocks, e.g. for the clue 3, 15 at the top, 3 blocks must be 
coloured in downwards, then there is a gap, followed by 15 blocks 
coloured in(3+1+15=19).



Crossword

ACROSS

3. Cross letters.
5. You shall not pass, unfortunately.
6. Shortened holiday.
9. Green-eyed monster.
11. Crossswords with a little space.
14. Seems like you will, 6 across.
16. Palindromic, bulletless gun.
17. In bad company, as defined by Bierce.
19. Confucius say "Man who run in front of car get _____".
20. Strips in a club. Delicious.
21. Hang around ie. for a woman's unmentionables.
23. Usually grand when not upright. [Hint: the answer is not "women".]
24. Struthious bird.
26. Way down, but without an 's' it would be alright.

DOWN

1. Just give up.
2. As a begonia in a Bishop's filling station.
4. Dear meat.
7. Fend off an assailant with this shopping centre.
8. This Disney villain made a lasting impression.
10. Abba 1: 0 Napoleon
12. Only a few will get this.
13. Popular final utterance before being shot.
15. With a little E, such a neighbourhood might become more refined.
18. What you may seek in a log.
22. 
25. Popular joint for proposals.





Three young redheads, cavorting naked in the moonlight one evening, were captured by a group of 
perverted chess-playing homicidal maniacs. The redheads watched in horror as the leader of the 
chess-playing maniacs selected two knights and three pawns from his set. He ordered the other 
chess-playing homicidal maniacs to tie the captives' hands behind their respective backs. He then 
set the redheads standing in an equilateral triangle with edges of length 10 metres, to prevent 
whispering or wiggling and gesticulative hints between the captives. He explained, as he placed one 
of the five chess pieces standing on each of the captives' heads, that if any of them drop their chess 
piece then they would all be killed. Further, they would each be asked what chess piece was on their 
heads - a simple multiple choice question, in effect, where one correct answer would lead to instant 
freedom for all three. One of the redheads asked if there was to be negative marking, which 
reminded the leader of the chess-playing homicidal maniacs that yes, in fact, an incorrect answer 
would lead to redheads all being summarily executed whereupon their skins would be converted 
into lampshades for the table lamps which the chess-playing homicidal maniacs had recently one at 
a table quiz, which had ironically turned out to be about tables and left the participants feeling a 
little bitter - hence the capturing and threats of death and so on, which they would not under normal 
circumstances condone.
And so, without further ado, the first redhead was asked what chess piece was on her head. She 
looked at the chess pieces on the heads of her friends* and hadn't a fucking clue, and burst into tears 
because she was an emotional sort. It was a wonder that she managed to keep the chess piece 
balanced on her head at all. The second redhead was then asked what chess piece was on her 
head**. She asked what would happen if none of them answered, and after a moment's 
contemplation the leader of the chess-playing homicidal maniacs conceded that he hadn't 
considered that eventuality, but that she could rest assured that he would conceive an equally 
heinous yet tedious fate for them all. So after briefly attempting to twist her head at some odd angle 
and rolling her eyes up into her skull in an effort to see through it to the chess piece, the second 
redhead conceded that she did not know what chess piece was on her head either. The final redhead 
had lost her glasses, which was just typical of her, and she was unfortunately yet intriguingly 
effectively blind without them. So while she had seen the pieces when they were selected, she could 
now barely distinguish the other girls' blurry arses from their blurry elbows, nevermind which 
sodding chess piece was balanced on their blurry heads. In any event - she didn't actually know 
what the chess-pieces were called, having never made her way to the Chess Society meetings whilst 
she was at university. Scarlet for her, eh? But after a moment's thought she was able to work out 
what the piece on her head ought to look like. She described the piece to the leader of the perverted 
chess-playing homicidal maniacs, who, being an honourable sort, let the other two girls go, but was 
so infuriated at the final redhead's ignorance that he clubbed her slowly to death with a college 
newspaper.
The moral of the story is, obviously, go to ChessSoc - Wednesdays from 8 in Smokey's.
The question is: what piece was on the final redhead's head, and how did she know?

*In truth, they were not actually friends at all, and had never even met before being thrust together 
as part of this sick, perverted fantasy.. eh.. puzzle..
Life's funny, eh?

**The problem may call for some suspension of disbelief. Primarily, it must be assumed that the 
redheads in question are intelligent. Pretend they're expert logicians or something like that.



Cooking with Jorge 

Pineapple Upside-down Cake

You will need

•1 cheeky pinch of butter for greasing
•1 shitload of caster sugar
•Some pineapple slices or pieces
•A sprinkling of cherries or somesuch for 
colour
•200g total of plain flour + butter in a 1:1 ratio
•1 tisp of of baking powder
•75% less bicarbonate of soda than baking 
powder
•2 eggs

1.Flick on the oven and let it heat to 200 
degrees while you are buttering your cake tin 
(not a euphemism).

2.Sprinkle some sugar, the pineapple, and cherries into the tin.

3.Make a smooth batter using the flour, baking powder, bicarbonate of soda, butter, caster 
sugar, eggs and a food processor. Add some pineapple juice to thin it a little.

4.Pour this mixture into the tin covering the pineapple/cherries/what have you. Spread it 
out gently.

5.Bake for 30 minutes.

6.Remove from oven and leave to stand for 15 minutes. Then place a plate over the tin, 
rotate through 180 degrees vertically. Et voilà!

The mathematical catch is that your oven timer is fucked, and all you have to measure time with are 
a pair of detonation fuses. If you light either of these fuses it will take an hour to burn out. It will 
not burn at a constant rate at all intervals though - you cannot assume that it will take 15 minutes to 
burn through a quarter of the length of the fuse. Or rather, you can assume that, but it will make the 
old "ass" out of "u" and "me", as they say, and, more importantly, it will make a complete shite of 
your cake.

So how do you measure the 30 minute and 15 minute intervals necessary?



Toilet 202
-Your man on the can

This toilet is located at the back of the Chemistry department, just before you cross into 
the IT building. I appreciate the numbering of the toilets - it makes my titles less 
cumbersome. I do not know if 202 is a number is assigned by the university, or if it is some 
extremist Orwellian reference, or taken from the area code of Washington D.C. In any 
case, it is a little dark, and remains cool even in the depths of winter, but it was one of my 
favourite toilets yet. The reason for this is not the spaciousness of the place (unlike the 
jacks downstairs where I almost fell backwards into the toilet when I turned around to close 
the door of the cubicle), nor that the thick walls provide an effective sound-barrier in case 
one needs somewhere to go and cry in peace, nor even that there is a little ledge behind 
the toilet seat where you can set up your laptop to while away the time if you are content to 
sit back to front on the toilet or have bladder problems which force you to spend an 
inordinate length of time standing in front of the toilet. It occurs to me just now that there 
are no urinals in Toilet 202. I hate urinals.
Anyway, the beauty of this latrine is not immediately apparent to the untrained eye. It is 
only when you sit yourself down and stare at the walls and think of happier times that you 
notice, hidden away in the gaps between the tiles, inscribed by hundreds of idle hands 
afforded a moment's respite from contemplative scratching, is a wealth of graffiti more 
enlightening than any degree you would receive from our fine university. The Book of Kells 
which those wankers in Trinity are charging €8 to view could not compare. And all you 
need to spend is a penny.

"Sex is meaningful - don't give in to a culture of death", reads one piece. "I just made a 
little poo", reads another. Another, simply poetic; "Realise, real lies, real eyes." An uplifting 
message for when you're dealing with a particularly stubborn deposit nestles optimistically 
amongst religious ramblings; "Believe in yourself!" . Philosophical expositions on life. 
People asking for advice; "There's a rat in my kitchen - what do I do?", although, granted, 
no helpful suggestions were forthcoming. Contributions in the mother tongue - "Táim ag 
cacáil ort." The usual "Mark <3s Brian" that you could see in any old jacks around the 
country. Accusations that "such and such is a whore" - she's on the ChessSoc mailing list - 
would it be rude to email her and let her know? Bear in mind that there are some crazy 
ladies on that mailing list. I recognised a couple of other names which received some 
harsh criticism, but they were FEE members, so it was probably deserved. One of my 
favourites was a "If I catch you, I'll bend you over and fuck you like a bitch", except that 
someone had scribbled out the word "bitch", presumably because they deemed it 
offensive. Unbridled conversations leading to belittling misconstruances and a plaintive 
"That's not what I meant at all..."
From the illegible "something something cabbage something for an something Tuesday 
something" to the incredible: "Murt loves tits and ass.", these comments all deserve to be 
read. I could only write so many of them on the scrap of toilet paper I could spare, so I 
suggest you all go and have a read for yourselves. Bring some loo paper with you.

"A single-worded poem comprising four letters..." - Paul Simon





Vessakatsaus  (kirjaston alaiset käytävät)
Toilet review in Finnish         (corridors beneath library)

Joulutervehdykset lukutaitoisille. Ennen kuin päätän vaihtojaksoni täällä, jätänpä 1-2 mahdolliselle 

lukijalle hyödyllistä tietoa miesten käymälöistä opistolla. Kyseinen vessa sijaitsee kirjaston ja 

ruokalan yhdistävällä käytävällä, joka jää helposti uudelta opiskelijalta huomaamatta. Ovessa on 

loki säännöllisistä hygieniatarkastuksista ja paikat ovatkin verrattain siistejä. Tämä on opiston 

vessoista tilavin: Yksi iso pisoaari lukollisessa kopissa ja noin seitsemän vastakkaisella seinällä, 

melkoinen ylilyönti ottaen huomioon käyttäjien vähyyden. Kunnon vessakoppeja on neljä, joista 

vähintään kaksi on aina epäkunnossa. Teknologian kanssa on muutenkin ongelmia: koukut takeille 

ja repuille on revitty irti joka kopissa, paperia ja saippuaa löytyy parhaimmillaan satunnaisesti, 

hanat ja kuivaimet aktivoituvat ilmeisesti karman ja taivaallisten kappaleiden vaikutuksesta. 

Pönttöjen yllä on kaksivaihteisten vetovipujen lisäksi vedensäästölaitteen nappi, joka mukamas 

säästää vettä jos sitä painetaan vessan vetämisen aikana. En havainnut minkäänlaista vaikutusta, ja 

netistä ei löytynyt mitään tietoa laitteen valmistajasta. Mitä luultavimmin viritelmä on jonkin 

sosiologia ”tieteilijän” ihmiskoe.

        Sisustus on vessassa tylsän kliininen, joskin sen surkeiden viritelmien ihmetteleminen tuo 

kokemukseen intoa. Kiireisille en tätä paikkaa suosittele, hommien hoitaminen vaatii laitteiston 

valinnaisesta toiminnasta johtuen kärsivällisyyttä. Puhelimeni toimi maanalaisuudesta huolimatta, 

muttei kyennyt yhdistämään opiston wifi-verkkoon. Tämä tästä – annan loukulle säälistä kolme 

vessaa viidestä, en kuitenkaan törmännyt mihinkään ylitsepääsemättömään ja laitoksen standardit 

on pidettävä mielessä.

             

Finnish translation aids highly relevant to the article:

Perkele – The original name of the mythological Finnish thunder god. Often invoked as a curse, a 

war cry, or just as a manly word to use in general.

Joulupukki – Literally “Christmas goat”, but it’s the word for Santa Claus.

Saippuakauppias – A soap merchant, sometimes used in the context of “Snake oil salesman” This 

word is known for being the longest palindrome.

To pronounce Finnish words, the basic rule is to use Latin-based (not English) phonetic values for 

letters, and make a distinction between long and short vowels and consonants. (f.ex. Laki (law) and 

Lakki (cap) are different sounding words that should be easily distinguished.)





Six quick and easy ways to a fabulous new you! (Because the old you just isn’t good 
enough).

Tired of being second best? Feeling like you just can’t keep up with the rat race? Can’t 
pretend those wrinkles are laughter lines anymore? Well worry no more, because here at 
BITCH SNAP!  magazine we have a fool proof guide to fixing the defects in your life with 
advice from Dlist celebrities with no talent, and experts with dubious qualifications and 
massive undeclared conflicts of interest!!

Step 1 to a fabulous new you: Marry someone rich in Britain!

Britain’s legal system doesn’t recognise prenuptial agreements and consequently carry no 
legal weight in divorce proceedings. This means you can get half of everything they own, 
and all you have to do is nag them to death and shag the gardener/milkman/best friend 
until they leave! That bank balance never looked healthier!

Step 2: Photoshop!

To make your life seem more fabulous and make everyone else feel inadequate and inferior, 
photoshop all your photos to seem 1040 lbs slimmer, remove unsightly blemishes and 
exboyfriends and add in muscle tone where there was none before. Not only is it cheaper 
than plastic surgery, it’s also easier than working out or changing your diet and lifestyle. 
Bikini belly? No, bikini body!



Step 3: Start smoking!

Smoking is a great way to lose weight and also capture some of that old school movie 
glamour from Hollywood’s heyday. It also makes you seem edgy and dangerous, thereby 
making you more cool and adding to your social cachet.

Step 4: Bump off your inlaws!

For those of you that couldn’t find a rich man in Britain to marry you and are stuck with 
your emergencylast gasp Oh my god I don’t want to die alone – disappointment of a 
husband, this is your next best option. Not only does this save you money on future medical 
care and retirement homes, you also get your hands on his inheritance sooner. Shoe 
shopping anyone? (And as an added bonus, it gets rid of that bitch of a mother inlaw that 
always warned her son to stay away from ‘that woman’.)

Step 5: Fatkin’s diet!

This revolutionary new diet, now being used by all the major Hollywood celebrities    (Rob 
Schneider, Courtney Love) is a sure fire way to lose weight and get that body you always 
felt pressurized into having! By combining Ancient Eastern practices and cutting edge 
western science, this diet will change your life! By using ritual bloodletting techniques 
developed by Indian holy men and a revolutionary new technique called surgical bowel 
scraping, those unwanted pounds will melt right off! And for those of you too busy and on 
the go to sit down and drain yourself, copious application of bloodsucking leeches while 
you work are a neat solution to a tricky problem.

Don’t believe us?! Just ask this briefly famous person!

Briefly famous person (former Big Brother contestant):’’ This diet changed my life. Those 
unwanted pounds just melted right off.’’  And remember, the pale and drawn look is in this 
season – Kristen Stewart anyone?

Step 6: Skincare, skincare, skincare!

Everyone knows that friend of theirs that likes to pretend her age crevices are in fact 
laughter lines. Now there is no more need for denial! Thanks to the renowned 
dermatologist and exiled war criminal Dr. Dickswabble, those gaping axe wounds of age are 
a thing of the past. Using his patented Polyfiller cream, which seamlessly blends and works 
with your own skin’s natural tones, the gaps in your face are filled in and smoothed out for 
a flawless, even finish.  

(Dr. Dickswabble guarantees that his Polyfiller cream is 99% certain to not cause skin 
melanomas. Order now and get a free minitrowel to help apply the cream. All purchases 
are nonrefundable).



  Ogham, my God,
  a Wordsearch!



Chess Tips for Girls

Author's note: You might think this is a bit sexist, and you'd probably be right. Fortunately, 
our editorial board is composed entirely of misogynists who don't care what you think. I 
also leave the toilet-seat up. Feel free to address all complaints to 
knightsatari@gmail.com. I acknowledge, obviously, that there are many excellent female 
chess players. A couple of the ladies in college have even played for Ireland, though they 
do not come to ChessSoc for some strange reason... And ChessSoc has had female 
auditors for the last four years. A more accurate title would reflect that these tips are aimed 
at males/females/others who wish to use their gender to their advantage in chess. Where's 
the fun in that, though?

What prompted me to write this piece was that at the Galway Chess Congress there was a 
(relatively) attractive lass who was flirting shamelessly with her opponent and he ended up 
giving away his queen for free.

•Show as much cleavage as possible. If playing at a normal table, a male 
opponent will find it difficult not to notice your bosom as a backdrop to the game 
he is looking at. If playing at a low table, such as those in Smokey's, the inevitable 
glance while you're leaning down to make a move should provide you with the 
couple of seconds you need to remove one of your opponent's pieces from the 
board. He will be too flustered to notice at the time, and when he later realises a 
piece is missing, you can feel completely justified in accusing him of being a 
pervert. The European Chess Regulations on Dress Code state that at most the 
two top buttons of a blouse may be open, but I doubt that you are likely to 
encounter too many people who will request that you abide by this rule.

•Please refrain from chatting with your opponent during play at competitions. It is 
distracting for the players on either side. If you must distract your opponent, try 
rubbing your foot up and down against the inside of his leg.

•Feel free to make an advantageous illegal move or two and protest your 
ignorance if pulled up on it.

•Avoid unnecessary pawn moves.

•It is a well-known FACT that women need to use the bathroom more often than 
men. Make use of this by keeping an eye on your female friends' games, and take 
regular bathroom breaks together to exchange advice.

•Stroke captured pieces suggestively. Don't put them in your mouth though. 
Unwashed hands are the greatest weapon in the unscrupulous chess player's 
army.

•If all else fails and you find yourself losing: cry.

Please note: This article is intended as humorous. I acknowledge that not everyone is 
equipped to employ these tactics successfully.

mailto:knightsatari@gmail.com


John impresses us all using his Knight's Atari chopsticks (free with January's issue) at one of our  
meetings in the Asian Lounge.

“I'll never use a fork again”
-John

Paddy, having a whale of a time, at our underwater chess & go in Salthill Hotel last November.

"Mmmmh mmh gurgle urgle"
-Paddy  

             
Twitter@KnightsAtari    Facebook.com/KnightsAtari     knightsatari@gmail.com

       All previous issues can be found at theknightsatari.wordpress.com
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